ABSTRACT.
Strictly regular elements play a role in the structure theory of Freudenthal triple systems analogous to that played by idempotents in nonassociative algebras with identity.
In this paper we study the coordinatization of reduced triple systems relative to a connected pair of strictly regular elements and use the explicit form of strictly regular elements in terms of the coordinatization to prove uniqueness of the coordinatizing Jordan algebra, as well as several generalizations of known results regarding groups of transformations related to triple systems.
Finally, we classify forms of a particularly important triple system (the representation module for the Lie algebra EA over finite, p-adic or real fields.
Following Freudenthal [7] , Meyberg [9] In [5] , symplectic algebras (an asymmetric version of FTS's) are studied, yielding different proofs of several results obtained in this paper.
We assume throughout that all algebras are finite dimensional and all fields are of characteristic / 2, 3. where x = (ap a2, ap «2), y = (/3j, /32, èj, b2).
We let </(x, y, z, w) denote the linearized form of qix) and define xyz by q(w, x, y, z) = (w, xyz) fot all z/z*£'l(3).
Since ( , ) is clearly nondegenerate, the product is well defined. One easily sees that Al and A2 are satisfied. That A3 is valid follows directly from the arguments of Brown [l, Lemmas 9 and 10(d) ].
Since the proof of A3 depends only on the fact a = N(a)a, we can construct a degenerate case 1(3) as follows. The algebra obtained in this manner can also be realized in terms of a skew bilinear form on a vector space 1 (see [9] ).
For later use we establish An immediate consequence is that ft contains no element with qiy) / 0. Furthet, if qiy) /= 0 we have yyy /= 0. For x £ ft we consider w = iyyy)yx = (x, y)yyy + {x, yyy)y £ ft and note that wLy = (x, y)q(y)y + (x, yyy)yyy £ ft also. Since
(1) implies
we have yyy 4 ft. If either (x, y) or (x, yyy) is nonzero, we must thus have wL = kxw, k = (x, yyy)(x, y)~ . Equating coefficients then yields qiy) = k2
fot any x with (x, y) / 0. Since k y + yyy £ ft, previous remarks imply 0 = ?(A y + yyy), but direct computation of ?(^xy + yyy) yields 4qiy)^ ¿ 0, a contradiction. Thus for all y e 1 with </(y) /0 we have (%, y) = 0. A density argument then implies x £ ft so ft C ft. 2.4 Theorem. Let 1 be a simple FTS, 31 C 1 an inner ideal, x, y e 5c. Then (x, y) = 0 = xxx.
Proof. By (2), qiz) = 0 for all z e 51 so by linearization (w, zzz) = 0 for all w, z e 5t. If S?0 denotes the radical of (-, -)|t,, for x e 3?n, zz el, (xxx x,x y.
From (1) with z = x we have for all u, v, y £ ïi,
(xuv)xy = (y, x)xuv + (y, xuv)x so, for zz, z e 1 with (z, x) = («, x) = 0 we have (y, x)(z, xuu) = (z, 1xuu)xy) = (ixzy)xu, u) = 0. the last equality following from expansion of (xzy)xzz via (4).
Again assuming (x, y) / 0 we have (xL , z) = 0 for all z, u e (Ex) and, since ( , ) is nondegenerate xL = a x, a e E. From (4) with v = u, 0 -
1a,ky> x)x so a = 0. Now for anyi/el, (irL , x) = 0 so IL C (Ex)"1" for all u e 
implies qiu) = 0, so 0 = qiu)u = uL^ u = ß^u where uux = ß^u. Thus ß = 0. Now taking x = u = z in (1) we obtain ßvßyu = 2(y, u)ßvu and since, by yLu, u =2(y' ")"' qiu. u. x, y) = 2(y, u)(x, u) for all x. y £ Si. Proof. The lemma clearly implies if u is regular in ™. it is regular in 1.
Conversely, if it is regular in Si, either u el.zvzz or l.zzzz. = 0, the latter being impossible by Corollary 2.5.
We call 1 reduced if 1 contains a strictly regular element u. In such a system one can show by straightforward calculation, using (5) and (1) In studying the groups related to Si in §7, we need is strictly regular, a = ± ß~ /6 where qix) = 12/3 (in fi), hence ß e F and x -axxx el as desired.
We note that if one considers the FTS 1 obtained from the system of Freudenthal [7] by symmetrizing the ternary product, the strictly regular elements turn out to be precisely the elements of the manifold related to the group E_.
Also, it is a consequence of Corollary 6.2 that the rank one elements of the symplectic algebra used in the study of an E_ geometry [3] are precisely the strictly regular elements of the symmetrized algebra.
4. The Peirce decomposition of a simple, reduced FTS. If u., u_ , are supplementary, strictly regular elements of 1, (1) and (5) imply ( From (v) we obtain immediately, by taking inner products with u and using A2',
For the coordinatization theorem of §5 we need a means of identifying the spaces 1. and 1_, in a manner consistent with the forms q( -), (-, -). We (ii) (u_y atatat) = (l/12)A(aj, aaa);
Proof, (i) is immediate from A2 in the latter case and from the definition in the former.
In the case y exists with (aj, yyy)= X /= 0 one can use A2 to obtain ((ajyaXajyaXa^a), u_x) =(uy ((u1ya)(ulya)u_l)ya) and then expand ((a.ya)(a,ya)a_, )ya using (1), A2 , (7) and the orthogonality relations to obtain
(u]ya)(uxya)(u]ya) =(-6(yaa, ux)(yya, u^) + (2/3)(yyy, u^(aaa, "1))a_1
for all a eSl.. Linearizing yields (a1ya)(a1ya)(a1yè) (8) = (-4(yatz, u^(yya, ux) -2(yaa, u^) (yyb, ux) + (2/3)(yyy, ux)(aab, ux))u_x.
(ii) then follows by direct computation with repeated use of (8). In this case also we derive from (1), Lemma 4.1, and the orthogonality relations 3(yyx)u¡y = 2("i» yyy)x for all x 6 !.. Thus L is surjective, hence bijective from 1, to !_,.
Since yt 4 0 for y as above, we thus see that t is also bijective.
As a consequence of (ii) and (iii) in the case (yyy, u.) 4 0, we have (u_ y bbb) = 0 for all b £ 1_ j if (yyy, zzj) = 0. Thus (ii) and (iii) follow trivially in this case.
4.3 Corollary. For t as above, x, z el ixtzt u_ .)/ = (-À/12 )(xzzz.).
Proof.
In case (u., yyy) s 0 on !., the nondegeneracy of (-, -) and the fact that 1,, 1, are dual relative to the form imply both sides are zero. In the remaining case, it suffices to compute inner products with all w £ !., but by the
We note finally that (1), Lemma 4.1 and the orthogonality relations yield (9) (xxu)u_(xxuA = -(l6/3)(u.,xxx)x for all x £ !j and (10) xxy = 2{y,x)x-V11xxul)uly for x e 1,, y e !_,. For proof, we show that the Peirce space 1. can be endowed with the structure of a Jordan algebra of one of the above types in such a way that the map cf>: aux + ßu_x + a + bt -> (a, ß, a, b), t as in §4, is an isomorphism of triple systems. In particular, it will suffice to show cf> is an isometry relative to both the skew bilinear forms and the quartic forms (see Lemma 6.6) . As in §4
we begin with a pair (uy u_A of supplementary, strictly regular elements and distinguish cases: (i) («j, xxx) = 0 on lj, (ii) (z/j, xxx) 4 0 on !,. In case
(ii) we pick y e lj with (zzj, yyy) = 12À / 0 and in case (i) we set À = 1. Using
The nonsingularity of t and nondegeneracy of (-, -) imply T( -, -) is nondegenerate and Lemma 4.2(i) implies it is symmetric. We can thus define a commutative The above equation also yields p = -a~ T(c , a_ ) so, equating coefficients of u_£ in (13) and (14) we have, for all c(, c £% 2ea" lTic(, a_()Tia(, a_() -
4fa_fT(cf, a_() = -2ea_(T(a_(, c() + 4cTic(, a*). The nondegeneracy of T( -, -)
and ant = a_(a_( imply 3a_(a_( = a~lTia(, a_()a_( = a'1 a^Tia^ a")a_( = 3a~f a~ /V(af)a_f which completes the proof that x is of type (i). Conversely, if x has the form (i) or (ii), a straightforward calculation using (13), (14) and well-known identities ''e.g. [4, 1.1-1.6]) relating T( -, -), N( -) and x yields in each case yxx = 2(y, x)x for all y e 1(3) so x is rank 1.
6.2 Corollary. // 3= 3(/V, 1), dim 3 > 3, x £ 1 z's strictly regular if and only if it is rank one.
Proof. We have already observed that strictly regular elements are rank one and the final observation of the proof of the lemma, together with the lemma, implies every rank one x satisfies yxx = 2(y, x)x, hence x is strictly regular.
Corollary 6.2 is false if 3 is the Jordan algebra of a nondegenerate quadratic
form, as x = ax + b_x, Tia, b) = 0, is easily seen from (13) and (14) to be rank one but not strictly regular. (EzZjH/Rad ¿V by N. Since this latter form is independent of the strictly regular element u , it follows that N is equivalent to N .We denote the Then we have 6.7 Corollary. Aut 1 = G0(ffl) n Q0(l).
We can now prove 6.8 Theorem. 1(3) = 1(E) otz/y ¿/ /¿ere is q: ^ ~> Ë a linear isomorphism such that NAarj) = pNAa) for all a e 3, sozrze p £ F*.
Proof. Let a/3) = (1, 0, 0, 0), a_ , (3) 7. Groups related to reduced simple FTS's. In this section we study the action of the group G(l) = \r¡ £ Horn (1, 1)| qixq) = pqix) Mx £ 1, some p £ F*\ on the triple system 1. We call p the ratio of 77. In the case 1 = 1(3). 3 exceptional simple, this is an algebraic group of type E-. [l] . In an auxiliary manner the group 2(1) = i7? £ Horn (1, 1)| (xq, yr¡) = 8(x, y) for all x, y el, some 8 £ F \ also arises.
We note first, as a consequence of the results of §6
7.1 Lemma. // x £ 1 is rank one, q(x, x, y, y) = 2a for all y el, soTrze a e F. y
Proof. Since x is rank one and since strictly regular elements span 1 byCorollary 6.3, for all y e 1, yLx x = p(y)u where p is a linear functional on 1 and a = zL% fot some fixed, strictly regular z el, If w 1 a, (wL , y) = -(w, yLxx) = 0 for all y e 1, hence p(w) = 0. This implies p(y) = ß(y, u) tot all y e 1, some ß £ F , and p(z) = 1 implies ß = (z, a)"1. Now q(x, x, y, y) = (y, yLxJ = (z, u)~ \y, u)2 and (z, u) = (z, zLx x) = q(z, z, x, x) = (x, xLz z) = 2(x, z)2 give the result.
7.2 Corollary. // 77 e-G(l), 77 ¿as ratio in (F*)2.
Proof. Let uy u_x be supplementary strictly regular elements in 1 so q(ux, zz., zz_,, zz_ . ) = 2(zz_ ,, ux) =2. Since "rank one" is definable entirely in terms of q (q(u, u, x, y) = 0 fot all y el, all x e 1', 1' some n -1 dimensional subspace) zz.r/ is rank one. By the lemma, q(uxr], u.r¡, u_xr¡, u_xrf) = 2a
for some a. Thus ratio r¡ = a as desired.
If every rank one element in ! is strictly regular we obtain a further result.
7.3 Lemma. // rank one implies strictly regular in 1, G(l) C g(l), and if r¡ has ratio p in Q(l), it has ratio p in G(l).
Proof. Let rj £ G(l)be of ratio p . By the argument of the preceding corollary, u strictly regular in 1 implies ur¡ rank one, hence strictly regular.
Thus 2(u, y)2 = q(u, u, y,y) = p~ q(ur\, UT¡,yq,yr¡) = 2p~2(ut),yrf)2 so (ur\,yn) = ± p(u, y) fot all ye!. Since for any y;., z' = 1, 2, (urj, (yx +y2)ry)= ±p(u, y, +y2) = + p(u, yx ) ± p(u, y2), the sign is dependent only on u. We can thus partition the set of strictly regular elements into classes X , f = ±1, depending on the sign of p occurring. for all x e 1 but (xT, yT) 4 ± A(x, y).
It is clear that the results 6.6, 6.7, 7.2 and 7.3 remain valid when the transformations in question are replaced by their semilinear analogues. The same will be seen to be true of Lemma 7.5, though for brevity we restrict our attention to rhe linear case.
We define now a particularly simple type of transformation from l(3i) to 1(32) which preserves forms up to scalar multiples. Let 3¡> 3o he Jordan algebras as in §1, /V,, AL rhe associated cubic forms and rj eHom(3j, 3t) such that N2iar)) = pNxia) fot all a € 3,, some p £ F , -q bijective.
Let 77 pNrA\a) for all a £ % some p e F*, then 1(3) St 1(E).
Proof. Take ■q¡ and use Lemma 6.6.
We also have half of the characterization of a class of elements' of G(l (3) Applying 02 to ux + ax and evaluating qi -) yields Nia) = pM(aqA and similarly Nia) = p_ {N(ar}_ x). Since (axcp2, b_ xq>2) = (av b_ x) we have Tiar)x, br¡_x) = Tia, b), hence ç_j = ify " . It follows immediately that <p2 = 17ŵ
here 77 =r/j, hence 0 = t/j/?/^ = 77* as desired.
We now have If n I, a'jcS plu] so <f> -I implies pxpsx 1 and thus p( = y"lys for some y e K . <f> thus fixes ys"u j which is strictly regular, hence 1 contains a strictly regular element and is reduced.
If 77 / / we have for 1K 1 (3) 8.1 Lemma. 1 is reduced if and only if there is a £ 3, Nia) / 0 and 8 £ K* such that arj 8a". We have finally 8.2 Theorem. Let 1 be an F-form of a FTS 1(3), 3 exceptional simple.
Then 1 z's reduced if F is finite, real, p-adic, or algebraically closed.
Proof. The algebraically closed case is just Corollary 3.5. In the remaining cases pick x e 1 with qix) = ß 4 0. If /3/12 is a square, 1 is reduced by Corollary 3.4. We thus assume K = E(/3), ß = (/3/12) , is a quadratic extension of F such that 1K = 1(3), 3 an exceptional Jordan algebra, and such that x = ux + u_x, u( the canonical strictly regular elements (see above remarks).
1 is thus the fixed point set of a semiautomorphism 77* as above. 
